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Abstract 17 

A process chain for the definition and the performance assessment of an operational 18 

regional warning model for rainfall-induced landslides, based on rainfall thresholds, is 19 

proposed and tested in a landslide prone area in the Campania region (Southern Italy). A 20 

database of 96 shallow landslides triggered by rainfall in the period 2003-2010 and 21 

rainfall data gathered from 58 rain gauges are used. First, a set of rainfall threshold 22 

equations are defined applying a well-known frequentist method to all the reconstructed 23 

rainfall conditions responsible for the documented landslides in the area of analysis. 24 

Several thresholds at different exceedance probabilities (percentiles) are evaluated and 9 25 

different percentiles combinations are selected for the activation of 3 warning levels. 26 

Subsequently, for each combination, the issuing of warning levels is computed by 27 

comparing, over time, the measured rainfall with the pre-defined warning level 28 

thresholds. Finally, the optimal percentiles combination to be employed in the regional 29 

early warning system, i.e., the one providing the best model performance in terms of 30 

success and error indicators, is selected employing the “event, duration matrix, 31 

performance” (EDuMaP) method.   32 
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1. Introduction 33 

The literature reports several studies on early warning systems for the prediction of 34 

rainfall-induced landslides. They can be employed at “local” or “regional” scale (ICG 35 

2012; Thiebes et al. 2012; Calvello and Piciullo 2016). Local warning systems address 36 

individual landslides (e.g., Lollino et al. 2002; Blikra 2008; Iovine et al. 2010; Intrieri et 37 

al. 2012; Michoud et al. 2013; Thiebes et al. 2013; Manconi and Giordan, 2015), while 38 

regional warning systems deal with populations of landslides in a region (e.g., Alfieri et 39 

a. 2012; Martelloni et al. 2012; Rossi et al. 2012; Segoni et al. 2014, 2015; Calvello et 40 

al. 2015a,b; Rosi et al., 2015; Stahili et al. 2015).  41 

Regional landslide early warning systems are used to assess the probability of 42 

occurrence of rainfall-induced landslides over large areas, typically through the 43 

prediction and monitoring of meteorological variables, in order to warn authorities, civil 44 

protection personnel and the population. They can be schematized distinguishing among 45 

warning models and warning management strategies (Calvello and Piciullo, 2016).  A 46 

regional landslide early warning model (ReLWaM) includes a regional correlation law 47 

(ReCoL) and a decision algorithm. A ReCoL is defined as a functional relationship 48 

between rainfall and landslides that can lead to the definition of rainfall thresholds for 49 

possible landslide occurrence (Guzzetti et al. 2007). A decisional algorithm contains a 50 

set of assumptions for defining the number of warning levels and of procedures linking 51 

rainfall thresholds to warning levels. ReCoL and warning models refer to the technical 52 

sphere of a regional landslide early warning system (Calvello et al., 2015b), whereas 53 

warning management considers aspects oriented to the social sphere, i.e. warning 54 

dissemination, communication strategy and emergency plan. Once the procedures to 55 

define and operate the ReLWaM are defined, a periodic analysis of the performance and 56 

an update of the ReCoL (i.e., of the rainfall thresholds, Rosi et al., 2015) are needed to 57 

improve the performance of the system and its reliability. 58 

The evaluation of the performance of a ReLWaM is based on 2×2 contingency tables 59 

computed for the joint frequency distribution of observed and predicted landslides (e.g., 60 

Giannecchini et al., 2012; Martelloni et al. 2012; Peres and Cancelliere 2014; Staley et 61 

al. 2013; Lagomarsino et al. 2015; Greco et al. 2013; Segoni et al. 2014; Gariano et al. 62 

2015; Rosi et al., 2015; Stähli et al. 2015). Segoni et al. (2015), Lagomarsino et al. 63 
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(2015) and Gariano et al. (2015) have proposed similar approaches to evaluate the 64 

reliability of rainfall thresholds for the prediction of rainfall-induced landslides, using 65 

back-analyses, contingency tables, and skill scores. However, in these cases, the model 66 

performance is assessed neglecting some important aspects which are peculiar to 67 

ReLWaM, among which (Calvello and Piciullo 2016): (i) the possible occurrence of 68 

multiple landslides in a warning area, (ii) the duration of the warning, (iii) the level of 69 

the warning in relation to the landslide spatial density in the warning area, and (iv) the 70 

relative importance that the system managers attribute to different types of errors (e.g., 71 

false positives and false negatives). Recently, Sättele et al. (2015; 2016) have proposed 72 

a framework for the evaluation of the effectiveness of an early warning system for all 73 

kinds of natural hazards. The framework starts from the assessment of the technical and 74 

the inherent reliability of the system, evaluated differently for automated and non-75 

automated systems, and leads to an effectiveness analysis. 76 

The main topic covered by this paper is how to employ rainfall thresholds into a reliable 77 

ReLWaM. To this aim, several questions need to be answered, such as: (i) which 78 

rainfall thresholds should be used in the landslide early warning system? (ii) How the 79 

thresholds should be selected? (iii) What is the optimal number of warning levels? (iv) 80 

To which warning level should correspond a rainfall threshold? 81 

In an attempt to answer these questions, we propose a method based on a process chain 82 

in order to realize an objective procedure for the definition and the evaluation of a 83 

reliable threshold-based operational early warning system. First, we adopt a 84 

consolidated approach (Brunetti et al. 2010; Peruccacci et al. 2012; Gariano et al. 2015; 85 

Melillo et al. 2015, 2016) to define and validate empirical, cumulated event rainfall – 86 

rainfall duration (ED) thresholds for possible landslide occurrences. Afterwards, we 87 

propose a methodology for issuing warning levels, as a result of the comparison 88 

between measured rainfall and established thresholds. Finally, we assess the 89 

performance of the ReLWaM employing the EDuMaP (“Event, Duration Matrix, 90 

Performance”) method, proposed by Calvello and Piciullo (2016). We test the process 91 

chain into an area of 1619 km2 in the Campania region (Southern Italy). 92 
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2. A process chain 93 

 Warning model: from rainfall thresholds to warning levels 94 

The technical procedures of a reliable ReLWaM necessary to define and issue a certain 95 

warning level (WL) can be schematically resumed into five steps (Figure 1). Step 1 96 

consists of defining and validating a set of rainfall thresholds with different exceedance 97 

probabilities (Section 2.2). Step 2 refers to the selection of rainfall thresholds for the 98 

activation of increasing warning levels in the ReLWaM. The higher is the warning 99 

level, the larger is the probability of landslide occurrence. In step 3, cumulated rainfall 100 

on different time intervals are calculated starting from rainfall measurements and 101 

compared with the rainfall thresholds associated to pre-identified warning levels, to 102 

issue the appropriate warning level, in step 4. Finally, in step 5, an evaluation of the 103 

ReLWaM performance (Section 2.3) in order to increase the reliability of the model 104 

through a periodical update of the warning levels is strictly necessary. 105 

Figure 2 shows a hypothetical application of the procedure for issuing a WL. 106 

Hyetographs in the figure show the measured hourly rainfall, while inset graphs display 107 

three ED thresholds (black lines) that identify four increasing WL. The areas in green, 108 

yellow, orange, and red represent the combinations of cumulated rainfall, E, and 109 

duration, D, which belong to each WL. Starting from the time t=0 (starting evaluation 110 

time), the cumulated rainfall E is calculated for fixed antecedent intervals: 6 (Fig. 2a), 111 

12 (Fig. 2b), 24, 36, and 48 hours (Fig. 2c). The resulting E-D condition of each 112 

antecedent interval (blue dot) belongs to a certain WL area in the inset graph. The 113 

maximum WL reached is emitted in the next 6 h (e.g., orange in Fig. 2d). The procedure 114 

is repeated after 6 h, with a new reference time t=0 (Fig. 2e). Again, the highest WL 115 

resulting from the antecedent rainfall conditions is issued for the following 6 hours 116 

(e.g., red in Fig. 2f). The procedure applied herein is based, as shown in figure 2d-f, on 117 

6-hour-long steps, thus allowing an evaluation of the landslide WL four times per day. 118 

 Definition and validation of empirical rainfall thresholds 119 

Empirical rainfall thresholds for possible landslide occurrence are defined through 120 

statistical analyses of past rainfall events that have resulted in landslides in a given 121 

study area. To obtain reliable thresholds, a large number of landslides for which the 122 
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location and the time (or period) of the failure is known, and sufficiently accurate 123 

information on the rainfall responsible for landslide is needed. The geographical 124 

position and the time of the failure are usually affected by uncertainty. Thus, a class of 125 

geographical and of temporal accuracy is assigned to each landslide. Adopting a 126 

consolidated approach, three classes of geographic accuracy, G, are adopted, where the 127 

accuracy depends on the type and quality of the available information (Gariano et al. 128 

2012). The first class (G1) is attributed to landslides mapped with a geographic accuracy 129 

of 1 km2, or less. The second (G10) and the third (G100) classes are attributed to 130 

landslides that are located with an accuracy of less than 10 km2, and less than 100 km2, 131 

respectively. Moreover, three classes of temporal accuracy, T, are defined. The first 132 

class (T1) includes landslides for which the exact time of occurrence is known. The 133 

second and the third classes include landslides for which the part of the day (T2) or the 134 

day of occurrence (T3) were inferred. 135 

To reconstruct the rainfall conditions responsible for landslides, the procedure proposed 136 

by Melillo et al. (2015, 2016) is applied to hourly rainfall measurements. First, starting 137 

from a rainfall record, and considering a minimum dry period (i.e., a period without 138 

rainfall, or with a negligible amount of rainfall) between two consecutive rainfall 139 

periods, all the rainfall events are singled out. A minimum dry period of 96 hours to 140 

distinguish the rainfall events in the wet season (from November to March), and of 48 141 

hours to separate the rainfall events in the dry season (from April to October) are 142 

considered (Melillo et al. 2016). The rainfall conditions responsible for each landslide 143 

are automatically calculated considering the rainfall record from a representative rain 144 

gauge located in a buffer of 12 km from the landslide location. Criteria to select the rain 145 

gauge include: proximity, the elevation difference between the rain gauge and the 146 

landslide, and the local morphological setting (Melillo et al. 2015). Thus, the procedure 147 

calculates one or more rainfall conditions responsible for each landslide in the 148 

catalogue.  149 

To determine the empirical rainfall thresholds, the frequentist method proposed by 150 

Brunetti et al. (2010), and modified by Peruccacci et al. (2012), is applied to all the 151 

reconstructed rainfall conditions responsible for the landslides. In this approach, the 152 

threshold curve is a power law equation linking the cumulated event rainfall E (in mm) 153 

to the rainfall duration D (in h), 154 
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𝐸 = (𝛼 ± ∆𝛼) ∙ 𝐷(𝛾±∆𝛾) (eq. 1) 

where, α is a scaling constant (the intercept), γ is the shape parameter (defining the 155 

slope of the power law curve), and Δα and Δγ are the uncertainties of α and γ calculated 156 

using a “bootstrap” non-parametric statistical technique. The uncertainties associated to 157 

the thresholds depend on the number and the distribution of the empirical data points, 158 

and decrease as the number of the empirical data increase in the data set (Vennari et al. 159 

2014).  160 

To validate the thresholds, the method proposed by Gariano et al. (2015), that exploits a 161 

contingency table (Wilks 1995), Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis 162 

(Fawcett 2006), and the related skill scores is adopted. In the contingency table, a “true 163 

positive” (TP) is an empirical (D,E) pair located above the threshold that has resulted in 164 

(at least) one landslide, and a “true negative” (TN) is an empirical (D,E) point below the 165 

threshold that has not resulted in known landslides. “False positives” (FP) occur when 166 

the (D,E) rainfall conditions exceeded the threshold and landslides did not occur (or 167 

where not reported). A “False negative” (FN) occurs when the (D,E) rainfall conditions 168 

were below the threshold and landslides occurred. The four contingencies are affected 169 

by biases caused by the lack of information on rainfall and/or landslide data (Gariano et 170 

al. 2015). Using the total number of TP, TN, FP, and FN, four skill scores are 171 

calculated, namely: (i) the Probability of Detection score, 𝑃𝑂𝐷 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
, (ii) the 172 

Probability of False Detection score, 𝑃𝑂𝐹𝐷 =
𝐹𝑃

𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁
, (iii) the Probability of False Alarm 173 

score, 𝑃𝑂𝐹𝐴 =
𝐹𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
, and the Hansen and Kuipers (1965) skill score, 𝐻𝐾 =

𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
−174 

𝐹𝑃

𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁
= 𝑃𝑂𝐷 − 𝑃𝑂𝐹𝐷. The ROC analysis is usually performed constructing a ROC 175 

plot that shows the Probability of Detection, POD against the Probability of False 176 

Detection, POFD. In the ROC plane, the ROC curve is obtained varying the exceedance 177 

probability of the rainfall threshold and each point represents the prediction capability 178 

of the single threshold. For each rainfall threshold, the Euclidean distance δ between the 179 

point representing the threshold on the ROC curve and the upper left corner of the ROC 180 

plot – known as “perfect classification” (neither FN nor FP) – is calculated. The shorter 181 

the distance δ, the more suitable is the threshold, and consequently the model prediction 182 

skill. 183 
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To establish the optimal, “best performing” threshold that maximizes and/or minimizes 184 

the skill scores, the index Λ is defined as a linear combination of HK, POFA, and δ: 185 

Λ = 𝜆1 ∙ 𝐻𝐾 − 𝜆2 ∙ 𝑃𝑂𝐹𝐴 − 𝜆3 ∙ 𝛿 (eq. 2) 

where λ1, λ2, and λ3 are positive scalar coefficients representing the weights of the 186 

individual skill scores, and λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1. The combination of the skill scores that 187 

maximizes Λ represents the optimal compromise between the minimization of incorrect 188 

landslide predictions, and the maximization of the correct predictions. 189 

 Performance evaluation of the warning model 190 

To evaluate the performance of the ReLWaM adopted within a regional landslides early 191 

warning system, the “Event, Duration Matrix, Performance” (EDuMaP) method 192 

proposed by Calvello and Piciullo (2016) is applied. EDuMaP comprises the following 193 

three successive steps:  194 

• the analysis of the landslide (LE) and warning (WE) events;  195 

• the definition and computation of a “duration matrix” that lists the time intervals 196 

associated with the occurrence of landslide events in relation to the emission of 197 

warning events; 198 

• the evaluation of the performance of the early warning model using an 199 

established set of performance indicators. 200 

In the first step, the values of the following 10 input parameters need to be specified:  201 

1) number of WL used by the model;  202 

2) thresholds used to differentiate among the k classes of LE on the basis of their 203 

spatial characteristics, Lden(k);  204 

3) value of the time interval between the sending out of the first WL identified 205 

within a WE and the assumed beginning of the WE, tLEAD;  206 

4) type of landslides addressed by the warning model, Ltyp;  207 

5) time quantifying the maximum temporal gap among landslides included within a 208 

single LE, ΔtLE;  209 

6) time interval between the last landslide identified within a LE and the assumed 210 
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ending of the LE, tOVER;  211 

7) area of analysis for which both landslides and warnings data are available, A;  212 

8) subdivision of the area of analysis in m classes on the basis of the spatial criteria 213 

adopted to issue the warnings, ΔA;  214 

9) temporal length of the databases for which both landslides and warnings data are 215 

available, ΔT;  216 

10) minimum unit of time used to identify LE and WE, Δt (see also Appendix).  217 

Thus, the assessment of the model performance requires the preliminary identification 218 

of the LE and WE from analyses carried out on the landslides and warnings databases. 219 

A LE is retrieved from the landslides database according to data, classification, spatial 220 

and temporal characteristics of the landslide records. In particular, a LE is obtained by 221 

grouping the collected landslides as a function of (Calvello and Piciullo, 2016): the 222 

landslide types (Ltyp), the minimum interval between successive landslide events (ΔtLE), 223 

the temporal discretization of the analysis (Δt) and the over time (tOVER) (Appendix). A 224 

WE is defined as a set of warning levels issued within a given warning zone (ΔA), 225 

grouped considering their temporal characteristics (Δt). 226 

Concerning the second step, the number of rows and columns in the duration matrix is 227 

equal to the number of classes and levels defined for the LE and the WE, respectively. 228 

Figure 3 portrays a 4×4 duration matrix related to four levels of WE (no warning, WL0; 229 

moderate warning, WL1; high warning, WL2; very high warning, WL3) and four classes 230 

of LE (no landslides, no; few landslides, small event, S; several landslides, intermediate 231 

event, I; many landslides, large event, L). Each element d𝑖𝑗 of the duration matrix is 232 

computed, within the time frame of the analysis ΔT, as follows: 233 

d𝑖𝑗 =∑(𝑡𝑖𝑗)

∆𝑇

 (eq. 3) 

where: i identifies the WE level, j identifies the LE class, tij is the time during which a 234 

WE of level i is concurrent with a LE of class j. 235 

In the final step, two performance criteria (Fig. 4) are applied to assign a meaning to the 236 

elements of the duration matrix and to carry out the performance analysis. The “alert 237 
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classification” criterion (Fig. 4a), employs an alert classification scheme derived from a 238 

standard contingency table, and it identifies correct predictions (CP), false alerts (FA), 239 

missed alerts (MA), and true negatives (TN). The issuing of the two highest levels of 240 

warning (WL2 and WL3) concurrently with the occurrence of the greatest classes of LE 241 

(I and L) are assumed as CP of the ReLWaM. The same for the issuing of the two 242 

lowest levels of warning (WL0 and WL1) and the simultaneous occurrence of the 243 

smallest classes of LE (no and S). FA and MA are incorrect prediction of the system 244 

and TN represent the absence of both warning and landslide occurrences. The “grade of 245 

accuracy” criterion (Fig. 4b) assigns a colour code to the components of the duration 246 

matrix in relation to the agreement between a given WE and a given LE. For instance, if 247 

the maximum WL is issued (i.e., WL3) and only few landslides occur (i.e., the LE class 248 

is S), this should be considered a significant error of the warning model. Using this 249 

criterion, the elements are classified in four color-coded classes, as follows: green (Gre) 250 

for the elements which are assumed to be representative of the best model response, 251 

yellow (Yel) for elements representative of minor model errors, red (Red) for elements 252 

representative of a significant model error, and purple (Pur) for elements representative 253 

of a severe model error. Starting from the two performance criteria, several performance 254 

indicators can be derived (Calvello and Piciullo 2016). Table 1 lists the indicators 255 

considered in this work. 256 

3. Case study 257 

 Landslide early warning system in Campania 258 

The Campania region extends for 13,671 km2 in southern Italy. The southern Apennines 259 

mountain range dominates the orography, exceeding 2000 m of elevation. A hilly 260 

landscape characterizes the eastern side of the region, whereas large plains separating 261 

isolated limestone and volcanic reliefs are present in the western part of the region. In 262 

the region, the mean annual rainfall ranges from 1000 to 2000 mm (Longobardi et al. 263 

2016). Due to the rugged orography, severe storms are frequent in the region and result 264 

in abundant flash floods, debris flows, and shallow landslides (Cascini et al. 2008; 265 

Vennari et al. 2016, and references therein) that cause casualties and serious damage to 266 

urban areas and infrastructures. In the 50-year period 1950-2014, 286 persons were 267 
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killed or went missing, 406 were injured, and more than 23,000 people were evacuated 268 

due to landslides in the region (http://polaris.irpi.cnr.it).  269 

In Campania, a regional landslide early warning system exists as a part of the regional 270 

warning system developed and managed by the regional civil protection agency to deal 271 

with “hydraulic and geo-hydrological risks” (DPGR 299/2005). The system includes 272 

two phases: wheatear forecast and environmental monitoring. The first phase consists in 273 

issuing warnings based on numerical rainfall forecasts. For the purpose, the Campania 274 

region is subdivided into eight alert zones (AZ, Fig. 5) for weather forecast and early 275 

warning purposes, according to homogeneity criteria, which consider the following 276 

factors: hydrography, morphology, rainfall, geology, land-use, hydraulic and 277 

hydrogeological events, and administrative boundaries. The monitoring phase includes: 278 

(i) the evaluation of meteorological and hydrological events, (ii) the hydrological and 279 

weather forecast at steps of 6 hours, through now-casting techniques and rainfall-runoff 280 

modelling using real time parameters. The rainfall monitoring network encompasses 281 

154 rain gauges and a meteorological radar.  282 

 The test area 283 

Our test area is the Camp-3 AZ (marked with number 3 in Fig. 5), extending for 1619 284 

km2 and encompassing 109 municipalities, 58 rain gauges. It includes the Lattari 285 

mountains, the Pizzo d’Alvano massif and the Picentini mountains (Fig. 5). Due to the 286 

presence of pyroclastic soil deposits mantling the carbonatic bedrock, the area is highly 287 

susceptible to rainfall-induced shallow landslides and debris flows (Di Crescenzo and 288 

Santo 2005; Cascini et al. 2008; Terranova et al. 2015; Napolitano et al. 2015). Indeed, 289 

it suffered some of the most catastrophic rainfall-induced landslide events in Europe. 290 

The most damaging events occurred on 25 October 1954 and caused, in the area of the 291 

Sorrentino-Amalfitana peninsula, 482 casualties, including 318 deaths, and more than 292 

12,000 evacuees (http://polaris.irpi.cnr.it).  The most recent catastrophic event is dated 293 

4-5 May 1998. In those days, more than one hundred slope failures occurred over the 294 

slopes of the Pizzo d’Alvano massif and about two million m3 of material were 295 

mobilized, causing 159 deaths, more than 6400 evacuees, and €500-million damage to 296 

buildings and infrastructure (Cascini 2004).  297 
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 Catalogue of landslides  298 

A catalogue of 305 rainfall-induced shallow landslides was compiled between January 299 

2003 and December 2013 (11-years period) for the Campania region. Information on 300 

landslide occurrences were gathered from newspapers, internet and technical reports 301 

provided by local Fire Brigades and Civil Protection agency. The Authors are aware 302 

that additional landslides may have occurred in the area in the analysed time frame, 303 

although they may have not been reported, thus they are not included in the catalogue, 304 

due to lack of information. 305 

Regarding the Camp-3 alert zone, 140 rainfall-induced landslides were collected in the 306 

period from 2003 to 2013. The landslides archived in the catalogue occurred almost 307 

exclusively from September to March (129 out of 140), and were most abundant in 308 

January (32 landslides). The years with greatest number of recorded landslides (25) 309 

were 2009 and 2010. More than half of the landslides in the area (82 out of 140, 59%) 310 

were localized with a high geographic accuracy (G1), 53 failures (38%) with a medium 311 

accuracy (G10), and only 5 landslides (3%) with a low accuracy (G100). The exact time 312 

of occurrence (T1) is known for 86 landslides (61% of the total), on the contrary was 313 

inferred (T2) for 32 landslides (23%). For the remaining 22 landslides (16%) in the 314 

catalogue, only the day of occurrence is known (T3). Information about typology is not 315 

available for about half of landslides in the catalogue (67 out of 140). The remaining 316 

landslides were classified as rock falls (38), earth flows (12), debris flows (13) and (10) 317 

mudflows (sensu Hungr et al. 2014). The catalogue of 140 rainfall-induced landslides 318 

occurred in the Camp-3 AZ was divided into two subsets: (i) a calibration set, listing 96 319 

landslides occurred between January 2003 and December 2010, used to define the 320 

rainfall thresholds, and (ii) a validation set, listing 44 landslides occurred between 321 

January 2011 and December 2013, used to validate the thresholds. 322 

4. Results and discussion 323 

 Rainfall thresholds  324 

Adopting the procedure presented in Section 2.2 and using information on 96 landslides 325 

occurred in the Camp-3 AZ between January 2003 and December 2010 (calibration set) 326 

and rainfall data recorded by 58 rain gauges, empirical rainfall thresholds for several 327 
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exceedance probabilities (percentiles) were determined. Following Melillo et al. (2015, 328 

2016), 201 multiple (D,E) rainfall combinations responsible for the 96 documented 329 

landslides were reconstructed. Figure 6 shows, in log-log coordinates, the 201 multiple 330 

combinations (blue points, calibration set) and the related rainfall thresholds at 1% 331 

(T1,AZ3) and 5% (T5,AZ3) exceedance probability levels. Multiple combinations 332 

associated to the landslides cover the range of duration 1 ≤ D ≤ 650 h, which is the 333 

range of validity for the threshold, and the range of cumulated rainfall 5.6 ≤ E ≤ 249.5 334 

mm. Threshold parameters α, γ, Δα, and Δγ (eq. 1) for different exceedance probabilities 335 

(from 1% to 90%) are reported in Table 2. The table lists also the parameters for the 336 

thresholds at 5% exceedance probability level (T5,Cam, α=10.1, γ=0.25, Δα=1.1, 337 

Δγ=0.02) calculated using the dataset for the whole Campania region: 627 multiple 338 

conditions responsible for 305 landslides in the period 2003-2013. This threshold is 339 

reported in order to make a comparison with thresholds defined for other regions in 340 

southern Italy for similar periods (Calabria, Vennari et al. 2014; Sicily, Gariano et al., 341 

2015). In particular, the T5,Cam is very similar to the one defined for Sicily for the period 342 

2002-2011, whose parameters are: α=10.4, γ=0.27, Δα=1.4, Δγ=0.03. On the other hand, 343 

T5,Cam is steeper (i.e., is characterized by a lower value of the γ parameter) than the 344 

threshold defined for Calabria for the period 1996-2011, whose parameters are: α=8.6, 345 

γ=0.41, Δα=1.1, Δγ=0.03.  346 

The thresholds defined for the Camp-3 AZ were validated using 43 triggering rainfall 347 

conditions (red points in Fig. 7, validation set) responsible for 44 landslides occurred in 348 

the area between January 2011 and December 2013. Two landslides were associated to 349 

the same rainfall condition. For validation purpose, only one rainfall condition is 350 

associated with each landslide for the calculation of the values in the contingency table, 351 

as made by Gariano et al. (2015). The 43 rainfall conditions are in the range of duration 352 

2 ≤ D ≤ 274 h, and in the range of cumulated rainfall 17.4 ≤ E ≤ 142.6 mm. In addition, 353 

3995 rainfall events were reconstructed in the same period (green points in Fig. 7). 354 

These rainfall events are in the ranges of 1 ≤ D ≤ 274 h and 1.2 ≤ E ≤ 190.2 mm. 355 

Table 3 summarizes the four contingencies (TP, FP, FN, TN) and the four skill scores 356 

(TPR, FPR, FAR, HK) for 10 thresholds, at different exceedance probabilities or 357 

percentiles (from 1% to 90%). The largest values for the HK, δ, and Λ indices were 358 

obtained by T10,AZ3, that can be considered the optimal threshold, representing the best 359 
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compromise between the minimum number of incorrect landslide predictions (FP, FN) 360 

and the maximum number of correct predictions (TP, TN). 361 

 From rainfall thresholds to warning levels 362 

The methodology proposed in Section 2.1 was applied to the case study of Camp-3 AZ 363 

for the period 2003-2013. Nine combinations of thresholds at different exceedance 364 

probabilities (Table 3) were considered for the issuing of WL, as reported in Figure 8. 365 

The first warning level (WL0) can be defined by ED conditions not exceeding the lowest 366 

threshold. Then, ED conditions included between the first and the second threshold 367 

activate the second warning level (WL1). Consequently, ED conditions, exceeding the 368 

second threshold and remaining below the third one, activate the WL2. Finally, ED 369 

conditions exceeding the third threshold determine the issuing of the highest warning 370 

level (WL3).  371 

Starting from the 1 January 2003, at 00:00, considering steps of six hours, the 372 

antecedent rainfall conditions at time intervals of 6, 12, 24, 36 and 48 hours, for each 373 

rain gauge of the Camp-3 AZ, were evaluated. The values obtained were compared with 374 

the percentiles combinations associated with the four WL. The highest WL threshold 375 

exceeded in at least one rain gauge defined the WL to be issued for the following 6-hour 376 

period to the entire Camp-3 AZ. The procedure was employed at 6-hour steps for the 377 

whole period of the analysis, obtaining nine different sets of warnings, each set related 378 

to each combination of percentiles considered.   379 

Table 4 lists the hours of activations per WL for each combination of percentiles in the 380 

period 2003-2013. As expected, the higher the percentile employed for a single WL,  381 

lower the number of hours of alert (defined as the hours of WL1, WL2, and WL3). 382 

Evidently, raising the percentile associated to WLi, with i ≠0, and keeping the others 383 

unchanged, a decrease of hours for WLi  and an increase of WLi-1  is obtained.  384 

 Landslide and warning events analysis  385 

As described in Section 2.3, the definition of a set of ten parameters is necessary to 386 

carry on the first step of the EDuMaP method, i.e. the events analysis. The parameters 387 

used to define and characterize the LE were kept constant for all the considered 388 
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percentiles combinations. The recorded landslides were grouped into LE considering all 389 

rainfall-induced landslide, a minimum interval between successive landslide events ΔtLE 390 

= 24 h, a temporal discretization for the analysis Δt = 1 h and no over time (tOVER = 0). 391 

Taking into account these parameters, 89 landslide events were defined in the Camp-3 392 

AZ (parameter A and ΔA) in the period 2003-2010 (parameter ΔT), derived by the 140 393 

landslides collected in the catalogue. Table 5 lists the number of reconstructed LE per 394 

number of landslides. Most of the LE (62) report only one landslide (i.e., preceded and 395 

followed by 24 hours without landslides). The highest number of landslides composing 396 

a LE is seven. LE were grouped into four classes, based on the number of landslides 397 

belonging to each event (Lden). LE with up to two landslides were classified as small 398 

events (S). LE with a number of landslides between 3 and 9 were classified as 399 

intermediate events (I), and LE having more than nine landslides were considered large 400 

events (L). In the considered period, 75 LE were classified as small, 14 LE as 401 

intermediate, and no LE was classified as large (Table 6). Regarding the WE, nine 402 

different datasets were obtained from the nine combinations of the percentiles (Table 4), 403 

which produced a different duration matrix and consequently different values of 404 

performance indicators. For all the combinations the lead time (tLEAD=0) was always set 405 

to zero. 406 

 Performance evaluation with EDuMaP  407 

In order to define the optimal percentile combination to be employed as WL in a 408 

reliable ReLWaM, i.e., the combination that provides the best ReLWaM performance, 409 

the EDuMaP method was applied as last step of the process chain proposed (Step 5 of 410 

Fig. 1).  411 

Table 7 and Figure 9 show the results obtained for the nine percentile combinations 412 

considering the element of the duration matrix in terms of “alert classification” (Fig. 413 

4a), and “grade of accuracy” (Fig. 4b) criteria. The pairs P3,10,50-P1,10,50 and P3,35,50-414 

P1,35,50 differ for the percentile used as threshold for WL1. In terms of hours (Table 7) 415 

this affects CP and TN (“alert classification” criterion), and Yel and Gre (“grade of 416 

accuracy” criterion), due to the way the elements of the duration matrix were defined 417 

for each criteria. Higher values of CP and Yel were obtained for lower percentiles 418 

considered as WL1 (e.g., comparing P3,10,50 to P1,10,50 and P3,35,50 to P1,35,50, Table 7, Fig. 419 
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9). This behaviour is due to a relocation of tij durations (see eq. 3) from the first to the 420 

second row of the matrix. The combinations P1,10,50-P1,35,50, P3,10,50-P3,35,50 and P1,50,90-421 

P1,65,90-P1,80,90, have different thresholds for WL2 (Fig. 8). An increase of the threshold 422 

considered as WL2 resulted, in terms of hours, in: a reduction of FA and Red, an 423 

increase of CP and Yel, and a slight variation of MA and Gre (Table 7, Fig. 9). The 424 

combinations P1,50,65-P1,50,90 and P1,65,80-P1,65,90 differ for the percentile considered as 425 

WL3 (Fig. 8). An increase of WL3 threshold implied a slight variation in terms of hours 426 

for CP, FA, Gre and Yel. On the contrary, a substantial difference, of one order of 427 

magnitude, is obtained for Red and Pur errors, with a reduction of the number of hours 428 

for severe model error.  429 

The evaluation of performance indicators was conducted neglecting the element d11 of 430 

the duration matrix, that represents the number of hours without either landslides or 431 

warnings. Typically, the value of this element is orders of magnitude higher than the 432 

other elements of the matrix because it also includes all the hours without rainfall, for 433 

which a ReLWaM is not designed to deal with, specifically. Thus, d11 element is 434 

neglected in our analysis in order to avoid an overestimation of the performance. Table 435 

8 and Figures 10-11 show the results in terms of performance indicators for the nine 436 

different percentiles combinations. Success (Fig. 10) and error (Fig. 11) performance 437 

indicators are plotted separately. Concerning the success indicators and in particular the 438 

efficiency index (Ieff), raising the percentile of WL2 a general increase is observed, as it 439 

is evident comparing  the pairs: P3,10,50-P3,35,50, P1,10,50-P1,35,50, and P1,50,90-P1,65,90-P1,80,90 440 

(Fig. 8). In particular, a 25% increment in the percentile related to the activation of the 441 

second WL, passing from P3,10,50 to P3,35,50 or from P1,10,50 to P1,35,50, corresponds to 442 

about 35% of increase of Ieff. Raising the percentile of 15%, from P1,50,90 to P1,65,90 and 443 

from P1,65,90 to P1,80,90, the Ieff shows an increment of about 5% (Fig. 10, Table 8). The 444 

percentile of WL3 do not influence the Ieff (i.e. P1,50,65- P1,50,90 and P1,65,80- P1,65,90) 445 

because CP and FA are subjected to a very small variation and the MA value is orders 446 

of magnitude lower than the firsts. Regarding WL1, if its percentile is reduced, a 447 

positive effect can be observed on the Ieff, because CP increase.  448 

The hit rate (HRL) is very high for all the percentile combinations (Fig. 12), slightly 449 

lower than 100% (Table 8), due to a minor number of hours of MA compared to those 450 

of CP (Table 7). The positive predictive power (PPw) shows variations similar to the Ieff, 451 
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because they just differ in the calculation for the MA, which in this case, are very low 452 

compared to the other elements of the duration matrix (Fig. 10). The odds ratio (OR), 453 

which can be considered as a rate between correct and predictions, increases as a 454 

function of the reduction of FA and MA, and the increment of CP (Fig. 11).  455 

Among the error indicators, the missed alert rate (RMA) and the false alert rate (RFA) are 456 

dependent respectively by the hours of MA and FA. The first are very low, probably 457 

also dependent by the low number of LE of class intermediate and large. The FA 458 

substantially decrease, in terms of hours, as the percentiles increase (Table 8 and Fig. 459 

11). The error rate (ER) and the probability of serious mistakes (PSM) are evaluated 460 

excluding the element d11 in order to exclusively evaluate the errors due to the 461 

functioning of the system, avoiding underestimation. For this case study, these 462 

indicators are principally dependent by the value assumed by FA, which show high 463 

value of Red and Pur errors for low percentile combinations of WL2 and WL3 (Figs. 9 464 

and 11). It is important to point out, that for our case study, in the period of analysis, d4,1 465 

is the only contribution to Pur errors, because components d1,4 and d2,4 are null for all 466 

the nine percentile combinations (Table 7) since there are not LE classified as large.  467 

Among the nine combinations of percentiles, P1,80,90 provide the best results in terms of 468 

both success and error performance indicators (Table 8). However, the performance 469 

analysis was conducted with a database of landslide of an 11-years period, during which 470 

large LE and few intermediate LE did not occurr. Thus, the performance analysis was 471 

oriented, basically, on defining the percentiles combinations with both low FA and high 472 

CP. The aim is obtained raising the percentiles for WL2 and WL3 (i.e., reducing FA) and 473 

decreasing the percentile of WL1 (i.e., increasing CP).  474 

5. Conclusions 475 

As a general goal, this paper focuses on the definition of an operational and reliable 476 

regional landslide early warning system, ReLWaM. “Operational” in terms of 477 

considering all the assumptions and procedures needed to technically operate a regional 478 

early warning model, including: (i) the definition of rainfall thresholds and warning 479 

levels, (ii) the evaluation of monitored rainfall, (iii) the comparison between rainfall and 480 

thresholds, (iv) the production and issuing of warnings. “Reliable” since it is based on 481 
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an optimal definition of warning level thresholds, resulting in the best early warning 482 

performance. To deal with these issues, a process chain in 5 steps, for the definition and 483 

the performance assessment of an operational regional warning system for rainfall-484 

induced landslides, based on rainfall thresholds, is proposed. The methodology defined 485 

in Section 2 can be used to issue a certain level of warning at 6-hour steps, by 486 

comparing the monitored rainfall with warning level thresholds. The highest threshold 487 

exceeded defines the warning level to be issued for the following 6 hours in a certain 488 

warning zone. The paper and the proposed procedure do not address the following 489 

important warning management issues: risk perception, policy adopted to communicate 490 

with the people at risk, evacuation procedures, monitoring network and instruments 491 

used to issue the warnings. 492 

As a specific target, an operational and reliable ReLWaM for rainfall-induced landslides 493 

was conceived for the Camp-3 AZ, in the Campania region, Southern Italy, through the 494 

application of the process chain herein proposed. Empirical rainfall thresholds at 495 

different exceedance probabilities (percentiles) were defined applying a well-known 496 

frequentist method, and validated using ROC analysis and skill scores. The optimal 497 

threshold (i.e., the one with exceedance probability equal to 10%) defined with the ROC 498 

analysis cannot employed by itself in a ReLWaM, due to the high probability of false 499 

alerts. For this reason, nine percentiles combinations were separately considered as 500 

thresholds for the activation of 3 warning levels. Each percentiles combination resulted 501 

in a distinct WE database. Finally, in order to define the optimal percentiles 502 

combination, i.e., the one that provides the best ReLWaM performance, the EDuMaP 503 

method was applied. The performance analysis carried out for different percentile 504 

combinations highlight a high influence of percentile related to the activation of WL2 on 505 

the Ieff index. The OR index probably represents the most effective indicator to describe 506 

the results, as it relates correct prediction and incorrect ones. The percentile 507 

combination P1,80,90 resulted the best solution for the ReLWaM employed in the Camp-3 508 

AZ, because it yields good results both in terms of success and error performance 509 

indicators and the highest value of OR. It is worth highlighting that the database, for the 510 

period of analysis, has a low number of intermediate LE and no large LE, thus, the 511 

choice of the best performance was principally oriented on the FA reduction and CP 512 

increment. The high number of hours of FA can be justified by the way the WLs are 513 
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defined in Section 2.1. In fact, a certain WL is issued if the related threshold is exceeded 514 

in at least one rain gauge in the area of analysis. This approach can be considered 515 

conservative, as it leads to a high number of FA but results in fewer MA. Moreover, in 516 

the analyses herein proposed, only the monitored rainfall was compared with warning 517 

level thresholds. More generally, other variables could be considered as relevant for 518 

triggering landslides and could be taken into account in the process of landslide 519 

forecasting and performance analysis. The best percentiles combination obtained 520 

represents the optimal solution for the database available at the time the performance 521 

analysis was carried out. Therefore, a continuous collection of data, an update of the 522 

thresholds and a periodic performance assessment are necessary to maintain a high 523 

reliability of the ReLWaM.  524 

In conclusion, our work provides the following important insights: 525 

• the definition of a set of rainfall thresholds at different exceedance probabilities 526 

(percentiles) is a fundamental issue;  527 

• a decisional algorithm is needed for passing from rainfall thresholds to WL to be 528 

issued in a certain warning zone; 529 

• a percentile combination, without a performance evaluation, is not sufficient to 530 

obtain a reliable and performative ReLWaM;  531 

• the definition of a single threshold is not the most reliable solution to be 532 

employed in ReLWaM; 533 

• the performance evaluation revealed the importance of OR in selecting the 534 

optimal combination of percentiles to be employed as warning levels in a 535 

ReLWaM;  536 

• a performance evaluation is strictly connected to the availability of a landslide 537 

catalogue and to the accuracy of the information included in it.  538 
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Table captions 715 

Table 1. Performance indicators used for the analysis. Criteria a) and b) refer to Fig. 4. 716 

Modified from Calvello and Piciullo (2016).  717 

Table 2. Parameters α and γ of ED thresholds at the 5% exceedance probability level, 718 

and related uncertainties Δα and Δγ determined using different subsets of data. 719 

Table 3. Contingencies (TP, FP, FN, TN) and skill scores (POD, POFD, POFA, HK, δ, 720 

Λ) calculated for thresholds at different exceedance probabilities; best scores are shown 721 

in bold. 722 

Table 4. Number of hours (and related percentages) of activation for the four warning 723 

levels per each combination of threshold percentiles. 724 

Table 5. Number of landslide events (LE) as a function of the number of landslides. 725 

Table 6. Number of landslide events (LE) pertaining to the four classes. 726 

Table 7. Values in hours of the duration matrix elements in terms of “alert 727 

classification” (criterion a, Fig. 4a) and the “grade of accuracy” (criterion b, Fig. 4b) 728 

criteria. Best values are shown in bold. 729 

Table 8. Performance indicators obtained for each percentile combination. Best values 730 

are shown in bold.  731 
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Figure captions 733 

Figure 1. Steps of the procedure proposed to define and to issue warning levels within a 734 

regional early warning model for rainfall-induced landslides. 735 

Figure 2. Example of the algorithm adopted to determine warning levels (WL) using 736 

rainfall thresholds. (a) Cumulated rainfall (blue bars) for the antecedent period of 6 h 737 

before the evaluation time t=0 and related WL (blue dot in the inset graph). (b) 738 

Cumulated rainfall (blue bars) for the antecedent periods of 6 and 12 h before the 739 

evaluation time t=0 and related WL (blue dots in the inset graph). (c) Cumulated rainfall 740 

(blue bars) for the antecedent periods of 6, 12, 24, 36, and 48 h before the evaluation 741 

time t=0 and related WL (blue dots in the inset graph). (d) Cumulated rainfall (blue 742 

bars) for the antecedent periods of 6, 12, 24, 36, and 48 h before the new evaluation 743 

time t=0, 6 h later, and related WL (blue dots in the inset graph). 744 

Figure 3. Structure of the duration matrix with four levels of WE (key: no, no warning; 745 

M, moderate warning; H, high warning; VH, very high warning) and four classes of LE 746 

(key: no, no landslides; few landslides, small event, S; several landslides, intermediate 747 

event, I; many landslides, large event, L). Modified from Calvello and Piciullo (2016). 748 

Figure 4. Alert classification (a) and grade of accuracy  (b) performance criteria used for 749 

the analysis of the duration matrix with four classes of WE (key: no, no warning; M, 750 

moderate warning; H, high warning; VH, very high warning) and four classes of LE 751 

(key: no, no landslides; few landslides, small event, S; several landslides, intermediate 752 

event, I; many landslides, large event, L ). Modified from Calvello and Piciullo (2016). 753 

Figure 5. Map of the Camp-3 Alert Zone (Sorrentino-Amalfitana peninsula, Pizzo 754 

d’Alvano massif, Picentini mountains) showing shaded relief, classes of altitude (m 755 

a.s.l.), 58 rain gauges used in this study (blue triangles) and 140 rainfall-induced 756 

landslides (red circles). The main toponyms are also indicated. The insets show the 757 

location of Campania region in Italy and the subdivision of the region into eight alert 758 

zones for civil protection purposes.  759 

Figure 6. Multiple ED rainfall conditions (multiple combinations) responsible for 96 760 

landslides in the Camp-3 AZ and related rainfall thresholds at 1% (T1,AZ3) and 5% 761 
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(T5,AZ3) exceedance probability levels. Shaded areas portray uncertainty associated with 762 

the threshold curves. Data are in log-log coordinates. 763 

Figure 7. Rainfall duration vs. cumulated event rainfall conditions in Camp-3 AZ in the 764 

period 2011-2013, compared with thresholds (blue solid lines) at 1%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 765 

and 50% exceedance probability levels (indicated by the numbers in the labels), 766 

determined using the calibration set. Red points are 43 ED conditions associated with 767 

the triggering of shallow landslides in the validation period. Green points are 3995 768 

rainfall events for which information on triggered landslides is not available. Grey 769 

points are 159 rainfall events with duration exceeding the range of validity of the 770 

thresholds (D > 650 h). Data are in log-log coordinates. 771 

Figure 8. Extents of the 4 warning levels (WL0, WL1, WL2, WL3) as a function of the 772 

nine combinations of percentiles (P) of thresholds. 773 

Figure 9. Percentage of CA, MA, FA, and TN (criterion A) and of Pur, Red, Yel, and 774 

Gre (criterion B) obtained for the nine considered percentile combinations. 775 

Figure 10. Bar chart showing the values of success indicators for each percentile 776 

combination. Efficiency index (Ieff), hit rate (HRL), predictive power (PPW), and threat 777 

score (TS) values are shown as percentages (green bars). The absolute values for the 778 

odds ratio (OR) are also reported (brown bars, on secondary vertical axes in inverse 779 

order). 780 

Figure 11. Bar chart showing the percentage values of error indicators for each 781 

percentile combination: misclassification rate (MR), missed alert rate (RMA), false alert 782 

rate (RFA), error rate (ER), and probability of serious errors (PSM). 783 
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Appendix 785 

Variables and acronyms used in text. 786 

Acronym Description 

A Area of analysis 

AZ Alert zone 

CA Correct Alert 

D Rainfall duration (h) 

E Cumulated event rainfall (mm) 

EDuMaP Event, Duration Matrix, Performance 

ER Error rate 

FA False Alert 

FN False Negative 

FP False Positive 

G Geographic accuracy 

Gre Green error 

HK Hansen and Kuipers skill score 

HRL Hit Rate 

Ieff Efficiency Index 

L
den(k)

 Landslide density criterion 

LE Landslide event 

L
typ

 Landslide type 

MA Missed Alert 

MR  Misclassification rate 

OR  Odd Ratio 

P Percentile combination 

POD Probability of Detection score 

POFA Probability of False Alarm score  

POFD Probability of False Detection score 

PPW Predictive Power 

PSM Probability of Serious Mistakes 

Pur Purple error 

RE Rainfall event 

ReCoL Regional Correlation Law 

Red Red error 

ReLWaM Regional Landslide Warning Model 

RFA False Alert Rate 

RMA Missed Alert Rate 

ROC Receiver Operating Characteristic 

T Temporal accuracy 

T5,Cam 
Rainfall threshold at 5% exceedance probability for the Campania region 2003-

2013 

T1,AZ3 
Rainfall threshold at 1% exceedance probability for the Camp-3 alert zone 2003-

2010 

T3,AZ3 
Rainfall threshold at 3% exceedance probability for the Camp-3 alert zone 2003-

2010 

T5,AZ3 
Rainfall threshold at 5% exceedance probability for the Camp-3 alert zone 2003-

2010 

T10,AZ3 
Rainfall threshold at 10% exceedance probability for the Camp-3 alert zone 

2003-2010 

T20,AZ3 Rainfall threshold at 20% exceedance probability for the Camp-3 alert zone 
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2003-2010 

T35,AZ3 
Rainfall threshold at 35% exceedance probability for the Camp-3 alert zone 

2003-2010 

T50,AZ3 
Rainfall threshold at 50% exceedance probability for the Camp-3 alert zone 

2003-2010 

T65,AZ3 
Rainfall threshold at 65% exceedance probability for the Camp-3 alert zone 

2003-2010 

T80,AZ3 
Rainfall threshold at 80% exceedance probability for the Camp-3 alert zone 

2003-2010 

T90,AZ3 
Rainfall threshold at 95% exceedance probability for the Camp-3 alert zone 

2003-2010 

T5,AZ3,03-11 
Rainfall threshold at 5% exceedance probability for the Camp-3 alert zone for 

the period 2003-2011 

T5,AZ3,03-12 
Rainfall threshold at 5% exceedance probability for the Camp-3 alert zone for 

the period 2003-2012 

T5,AZ3,03-13 
Rainfall threshold at 5% exceedance probability for the Camp-3 alert zone for 

the period 2003-2013 

t
LEAD

 Lead time 

t
OVER

 Over time 

TN True Negative 

TP True Positive 

TS  Threat Score 

WE Warning Event 

WL Warning Level 

Yel Yellow error 

α Scaling parameter (intercept) of the rainfall threshold 

γ Shape parameter (slope) of the rainfall threshold 

δ Distance between the point representing a rainfall threshold and the upper left 

corner of the ROC plot 

ΔA Spatial discretization adopted for warnings 

Δt
LE

 Minimum interval between landslide events 

Δt Temporal discretization of analysis 

ΔT Time frame of analysis 

λ Scalar coefficient 

Λ Index representing a combination of HK, POFA and δ   
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